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IMPORTANCE OF SUSTAINABILITY
The following page is composed of General highlights from Chapter 7 of the City of Brookfield 2035
Comprehensive Plan to reiterate the importance of Sustainability.
Sustainability is a growing concept having a significant role on planning and policy at the local level. Being
able to live comfortably without sacrificing resources for future generations defines new planning initiatives and
strategic goals throughout the world. As defined through the 2035 Comprehensive Plan, Brookfield strives to be
a sustainable community in all aspects and leads in responsible community growth and redevelopment. By its
nature, a focus on sustainability requires an interdisciplinary systems approach addressing the larger context of
municipal planning as a whole. Municipal sustainable decision making and its implementations come into play
in light of the day-to-day operational challenges that face all communities. Municipal sustainable decision
making provides an opportunity for communities to reflect on what they want for their community and to move
proactively towards this aspired state in a manner that considers environmental and developmental impacts of
decisions, but also fiscal, social, economic, and cultural impacts.
The Importance of sustainability to future success of Brookfield is strengthened in a period of dynamic change
when facing major challenges. Expressing the importance of long-term health of our natural environment,
creates a sustainable city which permeates our lives and culture, creating higher levels of acceptance and
expectations. Organizing approaches and actions embraced by the city and demonstrating fiscally and
economically sound practices are focuses of future city planning and should be recognized in the City’s
Preliminary Report.
Brookfield’s effort will require all departments within its municipal government to collaborate with each other,
as well as with private partners, to holistically address the issues involved in sustainable decision making. The
ultimate goal in Brookfield’s efforts to achieve sustainability is to establish a city in which its residents, business
owners, and partners are taking responsibility for the health of local and regional environmental and social
systems. Brookfield is committed to sustainability reporting as a tool for informing its citizens and private
businesses about the level of attainment and progress it has achieved. Also, Brookfield should inform what it
hopes to pursue in the future towards achieving long range implementation. To achieve such visions in the
future, sustainable decision making must be assessed and built upon through several steps, beginning with
scoping present methods.
Brookfield’s Sustainability Efforts Focus On:
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Promoting a diverse local economy not too reliant on any one sector for future success



Promoting redevelopment and energy-efficient, environmentally-conscious building and site design



Maintaining the value of the City’s neighborhoods through appropriate investments in public spaces,
traffic management, recreation, and safety



Sustainable City budgeting and maintaining a reasonable tax rate now and in the future
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Brookfield strives to be a sustainable community through an efficient decision making process, which requires
effective cohesiveness among each and every city department. A common misconception is that the term “sustainability”
can be interchangeable with the phrase “going green”, a phrase that only attempts to capture the physical aspect of
conserving resources. However, it is important for all people involved in this process to understand and appreciate that
sustainability is achieved through a broader perspective. Sustainability is achieved through a variety of means and
methodologies including efficient city operations and systems reflected in corresponding, budgeting and allocating
resources. Sustainable outcomes include a reasonable tax rate, a diverse economy, quality of life for residents, safe
neighborhoods, strong and attractive business areas, and conservation of natural resources. Brookfield is thoughtful and
equitable in balancing operational decisions that affect the achievement of these outcomes.

The goal of this study is to analyze and document whether each department in the city of Brookfield is partaking in
sustainable policies, programs, and activities and to use this information to discover places where this could be enhanced or
fine tuned in the future. The study was completed by an interview process in which each of the city department heads was
given a questionnaire. The questionnaire had both general items about sustainability and items specific to each department.
A memo was sent to each department head on February 9, 2011 and a meeting was set up with each person periodically
throughout February, March, and April. The departments that participated in the study consisted of the Community
Development, Public Works, Park, Recreation, & Forestry, Finance, Zoning and Building Inspection, Assessor’s Office,
Human Resources, Information Technology, Public Library, Fire, and Police Departments. Preliminary conclusions were
made from the questionnaires and interviews. The following report was compiled.

The structure of the report is based upon what is called the “Triple Bottom Line” Sustainability Approach. An article in
Sustainable Land Development Today helped explain this approach and contributed to the theme and layout of this report.
The “Triple Bottom Line” states that in order for a city to become more sustainable, it needs to focus on issues related to (1)
Environmental Superiority, (2) Social Equity, and (3) Economic Stability. We wanted to combine this approach with
Brookfield’s current sustainability effort, Chapter 7 of the 2035 Comprehensive Plan. Therefore, this report has the Triple
Bottom Line as 3 main sections and the 8 guiding principles in Chapter 7 of the 2035 Comprehensive Plan as subsections,
placed within sections that we thought were most appropriate. Environment and Transportation are the guiding principles are
under the Environmental Superiority section. Education, Lifestyle, and Neighborhoods are under the Social Equity section.
Finally, Economy, Development, and Government are under the Economic Stability section. When a guiding principle is
introduced, the goal from the Comprehensive Plan is listed underneath it. Each guiding principle includes policies and
active programs that Brookfield participates in related to that specific policy. The report also lists non-active programs
suggesting some activities that Brookfield could do to reach the goal of sustainability. The paragraphs below the active and
non-active programs provide more of a description of what Brookfield is doing and what the city could be doing. Finally, at
the end of each of the three main sections of the Triple Bottom Line, there is a subsection entitled “Metrics”. There are
categories for measurement listed that would be vital information to make it easier to assess where Brookfield is from a
sustainability standpoint. These categories were also taken from the Sustainable Land Development Today article. These
sections act as “next steps” in hopes that this report can be updated annually to keep Brookfield going on a positive track
towards sustainability.

Through this study, the existing practices of municipal sustainability in Brookfield are documented. This study was also
conducted to pose some unfamiliar questions to the various department heads to help educate them about the importance of
sustainable decision making and to put more of an emphasis on it in the future. Eventually this information will be used to
fill the gaps where municipal sustainable decision making can benefit the city of Brookfield.
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REPORT STRUCTURE
The format of this report is designed to be an easy tracking system for current publicly displayed sustainable acts
within the eight guiding principles of the 2035 Comprehensive plan: Economy, Environment, Education,
Development, Neighborhoods, Transportation, Government, and Lifestyle. By doing so we can identify gaps in
which it is possible to build upon existing measures. These eight guiding principles are placed into the
appropriate section of the Triple Bottom Line Approach to sustainability. The 2035 Comprehensive Plan goals
of each guiding principle is listed at the beginning of each section. Below shows which principles fall under
which of the three main sections of the Triple Bottom Line and then describes the components of each
subsection.
Environmental Superiority:


Environment

 Transportation
Social Equity:


Education



Lifestyle



Neighborhoods

Economic Stability:


Economy



Development



Government

Policy:

This portion of the report will refer to any standard, statement, or procedure intended to govern principles
exercised by the City. One policy may govern a number of principles and lead to developed programs which best
represent city actions. Sections labeled as a “Base Building Block” are the guiding points for what the city has
established as Policies, Programs, and Activities.
Program:

Through establishment of policies, the City looks to develop methods in which policies may be carried out. This
is taken by implementing a series of steps or goals that have been accomplished and meet public needs. The
Preliminary Report announces the events that are currently exercised as part of a City policy.
Non-Active Program:

The City of Brookfield recognizes that, while certain programs are desired and requested, they may not always be
feasible or the most appropriate under local circumstances. Some programs may take time to develop or are
being discussed. Such situations would be labeled as non-active programs for the sake of this report. In this
case, programs will be identified as active and non-active with a description of the challenges or explanations for
non-active actions.
Activities:

Through the establishment of City policies and programs, activities are noted as any specific behavior taking
place as a reaction. Activities range from a variety of actions, such as community announcements, internal
department actions or involvement in national, or local associations and organizations.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Protect and restore natural resources, air and water quality, and parks and recreational opportunities that
enhance our community and health
Base Building Blocks
Active Community Highlights

I. Partnerships


City Park and Open Space
Plan



Sustainability Day

Activity:



Hazardous Waste Day





Earth Day



Arbor Day
~ Annual “Celebration of
Trees”

Active Program:


Business Partners



Resident Involvement
Volunteer Programs

Creating internal and external partnerships are important in promoting
environmentally friendly park and recreational programs. The City’s Parks,
Recreation & Forestry Department collaboration with the Public Works
Department ensure proper upkeep of public landscaping, lawn care, and
recreational trails. City staff, in cooperation with the Chamber of Commerce, have
begun efforts to collaborate with businesses to help promote sustainability. City
departments that engage homeowners such as Parks, Recreation & Forestry and
Public Works, provide informational packets to ensure that residents are using Best
Management Practices for lawn care, energy efficiency, pollution prevention, and
safety. Residents play an important role in the creation of a sustainable
environment. Creating informal partnerships with them through volunteer
programs, such as the Weed Out program is crucial. This program allows for
volunteers to help remove weeds from Brookfield’s parks.

(Recognized as a Tree City
by the WI DNR)


Conservation in Your Own
Backyard
~ Tips and hints for
conservation practices of
homeowners
~ Natural Resources
Conservation Services



Wirth Aquatic Center Green
Roof

II. Management of Neighborhood Open Space
Active Program:


Parks System

Non-Active Program:


Canopy Measure

Activity:


Facility and Soil Initiatives

The Parks system has created the Greenway Corridor Trail System that actively promotes connectivity between all
neighborhoods and urban living within the City through the use of land acquisition and open space preservation planning. In
addition to proper planting methods and lawn care within the Parks system and the trails of the Corridor, city recreational
facilities are maintained. Best Management Practices energy efficiency and maintenance are accounted for by implementing
automatic light sensors for street and pathway lights, and turf maintenance. The Parks, Recreation and Forestry Department
considers external factors in the management of buildings (e.g. placement of landscaping). Public Works attempts to control
salt use on roadways that may impact plants in medians. Though the measure of tree canopy cover is not calculated, it is
estimated that the canopy cover is 75% of the land area of the City. Although Brookfield is urbanized and built out, the
Parks, Recreation & Forestry Department attempts to pursue a diversity of plants and turf maintenance.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
III. Environmental Stewardship of Public Lands
Active Program:


Least Use Policy



Employee Training



Educate Public Elected Officials for Support

Non-Active Program:


No Herbicides



Limited Use of Pesticides



City Owned Buildings as Example and Demonstration Projects

Activity:


NR151 Runoff Management



Certified Commercial Pesticide Applicator



Publicized Project Implementation



Accounting training on stability and "solve problem now"approach

A Least Use Policy is practiced in compliance with the NR151 report, which is a Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources administration code that promotes practices to control or reduce water pollution. The code
helps to minimize the use of herbicides and pesticides and limit fertilizer usage on parcels larger than 5 acres.
Best Management Practices use biological and natural planting methods. The City uses a fair amount of
biochemicals such as natural spray oil. Safe plant and soil upkeep are based around issues with ground and
stormwater usage. City staff is trained and certified for pesticide usage and public officials are educated on such
practices. Sustainable decision making is crucial when cost/benefit issues arise in which pay backs of certain
projects may be too long. The City does not see many public leadership example projects because of budget
issues, but some examples of recent stewardship projects are the Wirth Aquatic Center Green Roof and Public
Safety Building Solar Panels.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
IV. Maintain Open Space Aesthetics
Active Program:


Plant Selection



Landscape Maintenance



Recycling

Activity:


Urban Forestry Management Plan



Sustainable (Long Term) Design



Community Brochures

Vincent Park

Landscaping aesthetics promotes the creation of easy to maintain plants, cost effectiveness, environmental
efficiency by avoiding extensive uses of fertilizer and pesticides, and the construction of a visually pleasing
landscape to the community. In order keep these selections attractive, the city exercises proper tree and bush
trimming techniques, as well as lawn care processes. Staff of Parks, Recreation & Forestry Department is
knowledgeable of efficient site design, therefore no outside source is necessary. The Department’s Urban
Forestry Management Plan focuses on long term landscape design. The Plan produces an annual summary that
describes the number of trees that were planted, maintained, and removed during the year. The summary also
gives projections for the following year and how the public was educated about forestry that year (e.g. newsletter
articles). External factors are also calculated as part of the Plan, such as building according to sunlight and soil
conditions. The Urban Forestry Management Plan also includes maintenance of tree/vegetation canopy, so that
roads are not covered by vegetation, which can obstruct drivers as well as the lives of the plants.
Organic recycled material in the form of mulch used in landscaping maintenance and selective plantings can
avoid using unsustainable plant species (i.e. plants that require labor, energy, and water). Choosing the
appropriate plantings is important because in some cases cultivated water can be used and less water can be used
overall.
It is also important for residents to be involved in the maintenance of open spaces not only because they are the
users of the open spaces, but because it will help to create an overall cleaner community. Newsletters and
pamphlets containing information about recycling and composting on public and private properties can be found
in City Hall.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
V. Resource Protection & Preservation
Active Program:


Resource Recycling



Efficient Planting Methods



Community Education



Construction Site Erosion Control



Wetland Acquisition Program



Partnership with Green Seams Program



Christmas Tree Pickup Policy

Non-Active Program:


Waste Incineration for Energy Use



Stormwater storage for park irrigation



Educational programs through schools

Activity:


Composting



Planting Analysis



Youth and Volunteer Programs



Construction Site Inspection Report

The Department of Parks, Recreation & Forestry is knowledgeable of efficient planting methods and analysis so that
Brookfield can contribute to an efficient recycling program. Recycling organic material through the proper reuse of ground
up wood chips results in mulch for future planting and maintenance. The Public Works Department removes Asphalt rubble
from roadway repairs and separates it from soil and rock and is recycled. Soil and rock that cannot be reclaimed is hauled
off to spoil sites. The City’s Recycling Center, open year round also collects yard, brush, and tree waste. The Recycle
Center also collects oil, antifreeze, paper products, cardboard, electronic waste (TV’s, computers, printers, VCR’s, cell
phones, etc.) and rock, soil and concrete for reuse. These materials are processed into organic material for reuse. The City
works in collaboration with Veolia, a residential waste contractor to find if incinerating waste to produce energy is cost
effective. One suggestion is the reuse of methane gas production at the wastewater treatment plant for heating sludge.
Currently the City does not use ponds for irrigation of parks and medians and Brookfield could find if multipurpose
stormwater facilities would be effective to design.
The Construction Site Erosion Control program and protects the quality of the lakes, streams, and wetlands by minimizing
the amount of sediment and other pollutants carried by runoff or discharge from construction sites. The Wetland
Acquisition Program was adopted in 1991 and Brookfield has acquired and owned hundreds of acres of wetlands since then
for open space protection. This program partners with The Greenseams Program, the MMSD, and The Conservation Fund
(TCF) which provides funding for land protection. There is minimal resource protection education in the Elmbrook School
District but the Parks, Recreation, & Forestry department provides youth and volunteer programs about resource protection
in parks and open spaces. Not only is the community involved in recycling and weed clean up programs but the Parks,
Recreation & Forestry Department focuses on non-invasive species planting, proper tree plantings and canopy control, and
reusing organic material. Local Boy Scout Troops also help engage in these sort of activities. The Inspection Services
Department prepares a Construction Site Inspection Report to ensure the protection and preservation of materials used in a
project.
The Christmas Tree Pickup Policy is in place to recycle Christmas trees after use into compost or mulch for reuse.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
VI. Stormwater Management
Active Program:


Monitoring Systems



Pollution Prevention Program



Flood Control



Inflow/Infiltration Source Removal Program (MMSD)

Non-Active Program:


System exists for monitoring infill but no auditing system for how to reduce Infill and Infiltration

Activity:


NR216 Permit



Surface Water Quality Monitoring Program



MS4 Report



Management Practice Agreement

The Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewage District (MMSD) Wastewater Treatment services the east side of
Brookfield. MMSD’s wastewater treatment plant, operated by Brookfield, provides wastewater treatment
services to the west side of Brookfield. Infill and infiltration are primary issues in residential areas that lead to
basement backups. The inflow/infiltration source removal program was set in place 12 years ago to detect leaks
in and fix the public sanitary sewage system. Starting this year, this program is moving into private homes as
well to remove these sources. For controlled drainage, curb and gutter drainage is used in collector, arterial, and
commercial streets. An ordinance regulating floodplains minimizes expenditures of public funding for flood
control projects, rescue and relief efforts at the expense of taxpayers, business interruptions, occurrences of
future flood blight areas, and enhances damage control. The MS4 General Permit is given to the 8 municipalities
in the Menomonee River Watershed. This permit is for discharging under the Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (WPDES). The purpose of the permit is to regulate the discharge from these municipalities
into separate sewer systems in accordance with the NR151, which has previously been defined and the NR216.
The NR216 permit states that water must be cleaned and tested for water pollution prior to discharge to surface
waters. This permit also requires an erosion control plan and education to residents about not placing oils and
salts into drainage systems. The Surface Water Quality Monitoring Program is also part of the NR216 permit
and it periodically monitors storm sewers to ensure that there are no illicit connections and all pipes are
connected properly. The Pollution Prevention Program is a specific document for the Public Works facility that
states where stormwater goes and where the runoff should go. It highlights aspects of pollution such as a
composting process, designated cleaning areas for city fleet, and reasons why all pollutant material is kept
indoors so that it is not exposed to the environment. Lastly, the Management Practice Agreement is signed by
businesses that construct detention basins and states that these facilities will be maintained and monitored.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
VII. Clean, Safe Water Conservation
Active Program:


Auditing



Effluent Reuse



Leak Detection



Codes and Regulation



Outdoor Water Sprinkling Policy



Safe Water



Clean Water Fund

Non-Active Program:


Control of metering system in 25% of homes due to private wells



Regular check ups to make sure effluent reuse being followed (car washes)

Activity:


Metering System



Newsletters, Plumbing Codes, Car Wash Implementation



Leak Correlators



Low Flow Fixtures



Proper Metering of Public Water use



Pamphlets and Brochures for Private Wells

In an effort to meet federal and state codes, such as NR151, the City attempts to monitor and adjust its operations
to control water pollution and conserve water.
To ensure that water is not wasted, the city has implemented conservation practices on both the demand and
supply of safe, potable water. For example, in some cases it can be reused at car washes. Leaks within water
mains are detected using Leak Correlators. This system detects leaks by placing sensors on both ends of a pipe.
By early detection of leaks, water waste and water usage can be reduced. Also, water consumption is charged
through use, whether wasted or used, and through proper auditing and metering, accurate counts of usage are
determined. Plumbing codes within the city account for implementing low flow fixtures to conserve water. In
neighborhoods and City property maintenance, the outdoor water sprinkling policy and other codes help restrict
excessive water consumption for conservation purposes. It states that odd numbered and even numbered homes
must water their lawns on different days of the week to conserve water. Also, starting September 1st of this year,
consumption rates will go into effect so that the more water a residence or business uses, the more it costs.
Hopefully, this will cut down water usage.
About 25% of properties don’t have municipal water and use private wells. The City focuses on helping those
who control their own water systems by providing pamphlets and brochures on the safest practices for
maintaining clean water. Proper metering of municipal water helps track usage and wasted water.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
VIII. Street Care
Active Program:


Smart Salting Policy



Proper Street Sweeping and Plowing



Road Improvements

Non-Active Program:


Record and monitor usage per unit for each type of weather conditions (snow, rain, flood, ice)



No pervious pavers

Activity:


Sweeping: Reuse and Collection (MS4 Report)



Plowing: Smart Salting Policy



Community Pamphlets and Newsletters



Repair and Preventative Maintenance

Smart Salting Policy incorporates a 1:1 ratio of salt and sand usage. Calcium Chloride is mixed with salt in
temperatures colder than 12 degrees, so as to better melt ice and snow, resulting in less salt use and less chlorides
in the runoff. Part of the MS4 Report documents procedures for recycling the debris collected by street sweeping
processes and encourages residents to mulch grass and leaves on site or to drop off at collection sites. This is
encouraged because infiltration of mulch affects the street drainage system, which then gets into the City water
system. Roads are narrow, reducing impervious surfaces and promoting infiltration of rain water into the ground,
thereby reducing runoff. Small deformities in street repair are patched with cold polymer asphalt material while
larger imperfections are sawed full depth, removed, and patched with a hot mix asphalt. Cracks and open joints
are sealed with a hot tar material to prevent water from penetrating below the surface so as to extend the life of
the pavement. Currently there is no data or methodology used in considering pervious materials in street repair.
Problems with pervious material include the City's soils don't absorb much water which results in infill and
infiltration issues as water follows sanitary sewer trenches, and clay soils do not absorb a lot of water.
There are no existing sidewalks in residential areas. The positive aspect of this is that less time and money are
spent plowing and sweeping these areas and there is less stormwater runoff produced. The negative aspect is that
neighborhood social connectivity is more difficult throughout the residential community. To combat this, the
Greenway Trail System is present for recreation and connectivity.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
ENVIRONMENT
IX. Fire Prevention
Active Program:


FD Fire Prevention Bureau and Life Safety Code

Activity:


Early Detection Systems

The Fire Prevention Bureau advocates for City facilities to have technology that reduces the amount of water
needed to combat fires, including early detection and fire suppression systems and early detection systems
installed in all buildings, including one and two family units. The Fire Prevention and Life Safety code that
requires early first stage detection systems in commercial buildings assists in reducing the amount of water and
manpower needed to control fire because of reduced fire flow requirements. Brookfield’s Fire Department also
participates in building design elements’ compliance with safety codes and accessibility or its department in
emergency situations.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
TRANSPORTATION
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Provide a range of efficient ways to get around the community and beyond, and support business
development while managing impacts on the environment

Base Building Blocks
I. Reduced Fuel Consumption, City Fleet Usage
Active Program:

Active Community Highlights



Tracking System



Budget Monitoring



Greenway Corridor Plan



Senior Taxi

Non-Active Program:


Alternative Fuel Practices



Independent Tracking



Hybrid Usage

Activity:


Database of fuel usage



Year to Date Spending Comparisons

City Hall centrally tracks the finances for fuel and automobile usage. Two fuel tank facilities are available for
city owned vehicles at the Public Works facility and Public Safety Building. A database is comprised of fleet
and fuel usage and based on a budget plan, compares year to date spending on energy. Hybrids are an area of
interest for some departments, but overall alternative energy sources for fleet have not been explored.
Specifically, the Police Department has issued guidelines for fuel consumption reduction which includes parking
their squad cars during long periods of observation, turning off vehicles to prevent idling, talking and being
interactive on foot with local businesses, monitoring individual use of fuel and goal setting, doubling up on patrol
whenever feasible, and remaining in the field as long as possible. The Fire Department also practices fuel
conservation by turning off idling vehicles whenever safely possible at an incident, during fire inspection or
training exercise.
Overall driving costs (gallons of gas) are divided by department. Individual trip characteristics such as miles per
gallon and distance are not calculated or tracked.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
TRANSPORTATION
III. Safe Neighborhood Traffic
Active Program:


Traffic Calming Policy

Non-Active Program:


Context Sensitive Design

Activity:


Education - Enforcement - Engineering

Through public education, law enforcement, and engineering construction techniques, the City’s street systems
are designed to reduce speed and crash risks under all road conditions and traffic patterns. Many business and
residential location decisions take into account accessibility from streets and pedestrian pathways, such as the
Greenway Corridor Trail, in their design concepts for development and growth. This helps to keep businesses
strong and roadways safe, visible, and environmentally friendly on certain levels. Roadway congestion does
become a factor on high traffic roads. Brookfield has instituted a policy of requiring the submittal of Traffic
Impact Analysis (TIA) for any proposed developments that would generate greater than 100 vehicle trips per
peak hour. Brookfield has also constructed new arterial streets, such as Brookfield Road extended, Wisconsin
Avenue, and in the near future Executive Drive Extended, to help implements a grid of streets that distributes
traffic.

The Wisconsin Department of Transportation has completed road improvements to U.S. Highway 18
(Bluemound Road), State Highway 59 (Greenfield Avenue), and is planning for more improvements of U.S.
Highway 18 and State Highway 190 (Capitol Drive), that in part, will lead to greater driver safety.

In May 2011, the city reconfirmed the Neighborhood Traffic Calming Policy. This reconfirmation states that
when the Engineering Division receives a request for traffic calming, it must follow the Traffic Calming
Guidelines that were previously established. The Engineering Division must report to the Board of Public Works
before implementing a solution to the traffic calming request. The traffic calming guidelines are as follows:
Policy guidelines initiate that the first step involves educating and informing neighborhood residents and drivers
of speed limits and pedestrian awareness. Enforcement takes guidelines to police patrols, who will monitor high
traffic zones and issue speeding tickets. The final approach is conducted through engineering involving the
construction of traffic calming devices such as roundabouts, speed bumps, bump out construction, or other
tactics.
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BROOKFIELD STRIVES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL SUPERIORITY
METRICS
The following categories are goals that we may wish to include in future editions of this sustainability report.
These goals are metrics to measure how environmentally sustainable Brookfield is using readily available data.
Hopefully, once current data is gathered for these metrics, stakeholders agree that target numbers will be
launched to raise standards and expectations for the City of Brookfield so that a higher measurement of
sustainability can be reached. Please note the interviews that provided the Base Building Blocks for this report,
do not necessarily align with the metrics shown below. However, typical programs that encourage
environmental superiority in a community include the following:
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Tons of Waste Landfilled Annually



Air Quality



Use of Public Transportation



Number of LEED Certified Buildings
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BROOKFIELD VALUES SOCIAL EQUITY
EDUCATION
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Prepare ourselves and the next generation for the jobs and business opportunities of the future

Base Building Blocks
I. Partnerships
Active Program:


Business Partners

Activity:


Promotionals



Volunteer Programs

Brookfield Elementary School

The public educational system (Elmbrook) works in collaboration with many City departments and businesses to enhance
the educational opportunities of its students. City departments work to maintain turf and field conditions of the school
district’s sports fields, open space maintenance, and recreational facilities.

II. Extended Education
Active Program:


Library Involvement



Parks and Wildlife



Performing Arts Center Involvement



“Library Friends”

Non-Active Program:


Community Education Programs on Sustainability and
Environmental Health (Sustainability Day)

Activity:


Book Clubs



“Read It and Eat” Summer Reading Program



Computer Classes



Newsletters



Recreational Summer and Volunteer Programs

Wilson Center for the Arts, Grand Hall

Educational programs in public schools and the community are expanded outside the classroom. After school programs are
offered through the Library, such as reading and craft programs. Additionally, the Library offers adult level classes for
computer usage, book clubs, and conference space for meetings and recreational use. For the future, extended education can
include City information sessions and seminars regarding sustainability practices and environmental health of the City to
enhance the quality of life for everyone. The Regional Director of Alliance for Environmental Sustainability, a
representative of a local architectural firm, or a University of Wisconsin-Madison professor would be great resources for
Brookfield’s Sustainability Day. City Library staff is also cross-trained to assist both adult and children references. The
Waukesha County Federated Library System (WCFLS) and Café Automation System helps all people access library
materials and make any resource convenient. “Library Friends,” a program that organizes book clubs, magazine exchange
programs and home delivery programs is another entity of the library.
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BROOKFIELD VALUES SOCIAL EQUITY
LIFESTYLE
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Encourage personal decisions that are healthy, energy conscious, environmentally responsible, and
community-enhancing

Base Building Blocks
I. Integrated Community Values
Active Program:


Budget Evaluation

Non-Active Program:


Physical Planning that leads to Community Socialization

Activity:


Strategic Planning for Social and Environmental Integration



Community Awareness

Environmental issues are not explicitly integrated into the budget evaluation process but the budget includes a
discussion of cultural opportunities, needs or concerns, recreational programs, and city facility projects. Cultural
aspects are a focus of strategic planning. As certain trends arise in environmental and social planning, the
community could begin to integrate such needs in the budget process. Social Connectivity throughout the
community can help to create stronger relationships between residents and add to the sense of common values
within it.
II. Increase Electronic and IT Lifecycle
Active Program:


Proper Maintenance Techniques

Non-Active Program:


Trade-In Programs

Activity:


Reuse and Recycle

Older equipment is reused when possible throughout the city or for possible other purposes not yet specified. The
library uses a certain amount of formerly used computers from City facilities. Given current equipment
replacement cycles, older equipment is not capable of reuse. Contracted vendors handle the removal of
hazardous equipment and waste. In recent years, vendors have generally not offered trade-in programs. In
purchasing decisions, power consumption and product lifecycle are considered. When project and equipment
disposal decisions are made, disposal options are at times discussed with the IT Steering Committee.
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BROOKFIELD VALUES SOCIAL EQUITY
LIFESTYLE

III. Enhance Quality of Life
Active Program:


Smart Growth



Library

Non-Active Program:


Multi-Modal Transportation



Future Maintenance Prep



Library Redevelopment
Greenway Trail System

Activity:


Alternative Transportation Methods - Bike and Pedestrian Enhanced Lifestyles



Community Connection and Communication



Community Development and Parks and Recreation and Forestry Incorporate Greenway
Corridor



Sources Accessibility and Outreach

The City of Brookfield does not offer multi-modal transportation but does provide alternative transportation
methods favoring pedestrian and bike users. This transportation type is enhanced through the paths available
along the City’s approximately 70 miles of bike paths and trails (consisting of hard surface pathways, gravel/chip
trails, and boardwalk) and of that total, approximately 12 miles are considered to be part of the Greenway
Corridor Trail System which has been created through the Parks, Recreation & Forestry Department. The
Corridor Trail System provides residents with connection to multiple aspects of the city, such as dining,
shopping, parks, and recreation. Increasing green space, green building, and a green active lifestyle, such the
pedestrian path and bikeways, are other practices of Smart Growth, which conserves open space for recreational
and leisure uses. Community connection is a large part of enhanced communication and feeling satisfied and
integrated to the City in which a resident resides. Another benefit is having accessibility to resources and
programs that can benefit one’s lifestyle. Brookfield’s Library provides all the recent services technology has to
offer such as meeting space, classes, activities for children, and a business resource center. Through the
Waukesha County Federated Library System, all area residents are provided with library services such as books,
computers, videos and more. However, technology systems at the Library (i.e. computers) are getting to be
outdated and improvements could be made to further benefit residents.
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BROOKFIELD VALUES SOCIAL EQUITY
LIFESTYLE
IV. Community Cleanliness Awareness
Active Program:


Community Education



Parks, Recreation, & Forestry

Activity:


Educational Articles, Pamphlets, Handouts, and Newsletters

Community education and active involvement in physical maintenance and park and forestry clean up programs
shape a lifestyle and form routine practices in care and upkeep. When the City provides information on how
home and building owners should control and maintain their property in terms of physical conditions, safety
measures, and visually pleasing landscaping, people tend to take initiatives into their own hands and form a
community support base. People can, within their immediate surroundings, influence and change their lives by
recycling, composting, and reusing multiple materials, cutting tipping costs, waste, while providing hobbies and
independently controlling their way of life. Communities can actively keep their neighborhood values high and
sustain property taxes.
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BROOKFIELD VALUES SOCIAL EQUITY
NEIGHBORHOODS
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Maintain the quality, value, and safety of the places we live

Base Building Blocks

Active Community Highlights

I. Safe Streets
Active Program:


Accident Prevention



Speed Wave



Farmers’ Market
~ Located at City Hall



Civic Center Community Events



Target Investment Area (TIA)
Development
~ Multi-family housing on mixed use
infill and redevelopment sites within
TIAs



The Demand for Housing in the City of
Brookfield Report
~ Senior Housing
~ Preserving older housing stock
~ Feasible market rent control

Non-Active Program:


Photo Radar



OWI Checkpoints

Activity:


High Frequency Observation



Speedway Grants

Photo radar and OWI checkpoints are of no benefit in a City of
this caliber to improve any such traffic patterns in accident and
speed prevention. City geography splits squads into six areas,
some overlapping and extended, to create high frequency observation zones and to prioritize and equalize squad
areas. Speed waves are utilized in high crash, high crime areas as prevention methods. Dispatchers are trained to
respond to calls in a manner that is quick, structured, and able to reorganize an interruption in squad area
assignments. The Police Department has researched grants to fund programs that lead to controlling vehicle
speeds in high crash and speed zones.
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BROOKFIELD VALUES SOCIAL EQUITY
NEIGHBORHOODS
II. Police Presence
Active Program:


Reserve Officer Program



Overlap Shift Rotation



Job Specific Tasking

Activity:


Community Recruitment in April for volunteer Patrol



Rotating Personnel Assignment System



24/7 Clerical Staff, Typists, and Social Worker for the Mentally Disturbed

It is important to have police employees properly trained to accommodate the standards the City has set for its
officers. A structured system is set to rotate personnel in all areas of the city and to always have an officer on
duty. To sustain officers, calls that pertain to a mentally disturbed individual are referred to the police social
worker while reports and documentation are handled by a trained clerical staff. Also, in high retailing seasons,
local community members volunteer in a “Reserve Officer Program”. Annually, the Police Department recruits
citizen volunteers to help watch over specific areas of the neighborhood so that police officers can focus on more
important enforcement during the specified retail period.
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BROOKFIELD VALUES SOCIAL EQUITY
METRICS
The following categories are goals that we may wish to include in future editions to this sustainability report.
These goals are metrics to measure how socially sustainable Brookfield is using readily available data.
Hopefully, once current data is gathered for these metrics, stakeholders agree that target numbers will be
launched to raise standards and expectations for the City of Brookfield so that a higher measurement of
sustainability can be reached. Please note the interviews that provided the Base Building Blocks for this report,
do not necessarily align with the metrics shown below. However, typical programs that encourage social equity
in a community include the following:
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Affordable Housing



Education Attainment Rate



High - School Dropout Rate



Crime Rate



Voter Turnout for Local Elections



Volunteerism
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
ECONOMY
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Support a diverse range of business opportunities to maintain reasonable taxes, family-supporting jobs, and
local places to shop and work

Base Building Blocks
I. Business Environment
Active Program:


Maintain Business Relationships



Brookfield Development Loan Fund (BDLF)



Business Attraction Retention Efforts



Smart Business Forum

Non-Active Programs:


Smart Business Forum Programs

Activity:


Codes and Standards Inspection

To lengthen building and business life cycles, building codes and standards inspection is in place to keep
buildings up to code and viable. Incorporation of internal and external building and fire inspections and safety
issues will be an asset in maintaining a thriving business environment. Maintenance of all buildings in
Brookfield is encouraged so that property values are sustained.
In 2011, Brookfield created the BDLF to provide gap financing in the assistance of capital investments of
Brookfield businesses in cooperation with the Waukesha County Economic Development Corporation.
Brookfield’s Economic Development Committee creates and monitors the effectiveness of programs to attract
new businesses to Brookfield and retain Brookfield’s business bases.
The Smart Business Forum is a program started by the Waukesha County Economic Development Corporation
that provides information about sustainable practices to private companies within the county. The strategy they
use to help companies implement these practices is called Sustainable Enterprise Action Tool (SEAT).
Currently, 20 companies in Waukesha County have used SEAT to begin implementing and promoting
sustainable practices and 10 more have shown interest. The Smart Business Forum also provides conferences,
webinars, and workshops to companies to help them learn to make sustainable decisions in their business.
Brookfield could assist its private businesses in engaging with this program and increasing the online community
of the Smart Business Forum. This will not only help businesses in Brookfield thrive, but it will strengthen the
connection between the City government and the private companies.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
ECONOMY
II. Partnerships
Active Program:


Business Partners

Activity


Promotionals

Partnerships within the community and surrounding areas helps to enhance business reputations and provide
additional services that may not be met by one individual business and location. The City seeks opportunities to
build business partnerships through its economic development program.
NOTE: The reader should recognize that it is suggested that this report be enhanced with a more complete
description of private sector contributions to sustainability in Brookfield.
III. Local Knowledge
Active Program:


Market Assessments

Activity:


Joint Reporting and Research

Multiple departments within the City Hall collaborate with business owners in conducting retail, office,
hospitality and industrial market assessments, which allows the City to support for multiple business sectors and
amenities that City residents can successfully use and depend on. Some examples include focus groups with
business representatives, a Community-Wide Survey (last conducted in 2009), and Brookfield’s annual Business
Survey.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
ECONOMY
IV. Business Promotion & Marketing
Active Program:


Convention & Visitors Bureau



The Greater Brookfield Chamber of Commerce



Constant Contact Subscription



New Logo and Tagline



Economic Development Newsletter



Annual Bike Race/Gus Macker Promotions

Activity:


Informing local businesses of new development in Brookfield

The Community Development Department is working to promote economic development in the Target
Investment Areas (TIAs) in Brookfield. The Convention & Visitors Bureau (CVB) works with hospitality
businesses in Brookfield. The CVB also organized the 2nd annual professional bike race and the 2nd annual Gus
Macker basketball tournament. Collaboration with the Greater Brookfield Chamber of Commerce includes
business promotions, networking, and marketing. Internally, the city is marketing itself as a good place to do
business through its first ever economic development newsletter in which a new logo and logo and tagline are
displayed. The newsletter is an email that is sent through Constant Contact, an email marketing system that helps
manage business contacts and set up professional templates for newsletters.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
ECONOMY
V. Basic Land Economics
Active Program:


Mixed Use Development



Visibility and Aesthetics

Non-Active Program:


Organization of assistance or program for elderly/disabled residents


Wisconsin Housing & Economic Development Authority (WHEDA)

Activity:


Brookfield’s TIA Strategy and Concept



Broadening Multifamily Housing Options for Employment Base



Street Light and Signage Maintenance

Mixed housing (single, attached, townhomes, apartments, assisted living, memory care, etc.) can assist in
accommodating the housing needs of all ages and family living arrangements. Mixed use can also lead to a
modest reduction in Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT). This is seen in current plans for Brookfield’s Target
Investment Areas (TIAs). Brookfield’s TIA plans highlight areas recommended for mixed housing. Through
previous citizen surveys, Brookfield residents generally feel close enough in proximity to jobs, cultural amenities
and regional facilities located in Milwaukee’s Central Business District to feel that they live in a sustainable
region. In other words, travel time is minimal so that residents of Brookfield can easily access and enjoy what
Milwaukee has to offer. Keeping businesses vital to those designated areas is Brookfield’s strategy and
encouraging multifamily housing options may be beneficial to the city’s employment base. Roadway
improvements to access I-94 and other commuter routes are planned. City standards call for proper
neighborhood aesthetics and visibility, such as clear signage, street lights, and landscaping, helping to enhance
the user experience as well as control for safety. Incorporating light emitting diode (LED) lights for high
efficiency ultimately cuts costs and extends light systems lifecycle. Direct assistance for elders and disabled is
not specially accommodated through any program of the City, but Waukesha County may have areas of
assistance being offered.

VI. Hotel and Hospitality Business
Active Program:


Police Monitoring Escort Ordinance

Activity:


Hotel Interdiction

For procedures pertaining to calls from hotel and hospitality businesses, requesting service or information
leading to hotel interdiction activity, the City’s Investigation Division takes all proper precautions in being timely
and discreet. The program focuses on the avoidance of any negative publicity to the City, police department, and
the business.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
DEVELOPMENT
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Design our city in a manner that supports energy-efficiency and economic diversity and that responsibly
reuses the finite land base that we have

Base Building Blocks
Active Community Highlights

I. Green Building



Active Program:

Target Investment Areas
~ Northwest Gateway TIA
~ Village Area TIA



Inspection Staff Development



Assessment of Materials for Potential
Recycling



Wirth Aquatic Center Green Roof

~ Calhoun Road South TIA
~ Civic Center TIA



Safety Building Solar Paneling

~ Lilly Road and Capitol Drive TIA

Non-Active Program:


Incentives for Green Building and
Construction



Involvement With Vacant Buildings
Unless Involving Safety Issues



Education Programs for Building
Owners in Energy Efficiency and
Cost Savings



North/124th Street Corridor Neighborhood Plan



Special Places Chapter in 2035 Comprehensive
Plan

Activity:


Staff Education Training



Exterior Observations and Inspections



Safety and Function Measurement Review and Inspection

Inspection and assessor staff is trained to develop knowledge of Green Design concepts and areas of
implementation through observations of material use and resource monitoring. The assessment of using
recycled building material is a step in construction and any hazardous material is carefully reviewed. However,
incentives for green building and construction have yet to be issued and the extent that the staff can become
involved with vacant buildings is minimal due to safety restrictions (e.g. exposure to hazardous materials). City
staff is properly trained to be aware of all situations in which smart design is involved. Building owners could
increase their knowledge of energy efficiency and cost savings if better advised on how to do so, perhaps
through collaborations with WE Energies.
A successful green building project that Brookfield has recently completed is the green roof at the Wirth Aquatic
Center. Partial funding for the project came from the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewage District and the roof is
aimed to reduce stormwater runoff. Another project is the solar paneling at the Safety Building. 48 Solar panels
were constructed in September 2010 and the project was funded by grants from the federal American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act, WE Energies, and Focus on Energy.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
DEVELOPMENT
II. Design Review Implementation
Active Program:


Site Analysis of Proposed Developments

Non-Active Program:


Inducements to Provide Greater Green Space



Other Green Incentives

Activity:


Plan Commission Pre-Application Conference



Environmental Impact Statements (EIS)

Key points of design in proposed project developments are discussed through Plan Commission conferences and
a Pre-Application conference. Projects must implement certain standards as designated in zoning and code
regulations and the representatives dialogue with staff on the overall analysis of the use of the site and its design.
Complete site analysis is done to incorporate natural settings of the property, multiple uses, review green options,
and encouragement of transportation options into the design. The assessor’s office and inspection services assist
in such design review to assess codes, regulations, and the environmental and economic impacts. It does become
challenging to incorporate green principles and practices in facilitating environmentally friendly development
projects since they are only achieved voluntarily or in a few instances, incentive based. Traditional green space
(open space requirements) and landscaping standards implement green principles, but there are no inducements
for more green space or other green incentives in place.
The Federal Government requires environmental impact statements for construction of large Public Works
projects such as with roads or bridges. This document proposes potential and realistic environmental effects that
the project is going to have on all surrounding areas of the specific site.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
DEVELOPMENT
III. Energy Capture and Efficiency
Active Program:


Consumption Management



Tracking System



Elmbrook Schools Energy Efficiency Efforts



Measurement of Safety Building Solar Paneling

Non-Active Program:


Measurement of Wirth Park Green Roof



Energy Efficiency Program for City Fleet

Activity:


Facility Use Censoring



Desktop Energy Management



HVAC Centrally Controlled Through Facilities



Solar Grants

City Hall monitors and sensors energy consumption through its annual budgeting process, addressing short term costs and planning for
long term approaches. Currently all consumption of energy is divided by city departments. Efforts are thought out through multiple
departments on ways of conserving energy and controlling HVAC systems that allow heating and cooling to its minimum limits. The
Public Safety Building has a photovoltaic energy capture system and many recreational facilities use auto sensor controls. Energy
savings carries forth to IT Department practices in energy management with power saving modes. Solar grants have been done and can
be used as methods to mitigate energy saving techniques. Newsletters to the public can encourage awareness of the cost savings and
energy efficiency of solar power. Some of the Elmbrook Schools have contributed to Brookfield’s energy conservation efforts. For
example, Pilgrim Park Elementary and Wisconsin Hills Middle Schools have installed high efficiency systems for cooling and water use
such as chillers and boilers. The solar paneling on top of the Safety Building is being monitored to calculate how much energy is being
produced. These panels convert solar energy to about 14,000 KWhr of electricity per year. There is a link on the City of Brookfield’s
website that shows how much energy is being produced, how much carbon dioxide is being avoided, and how much money is saved to
the date. Currently, there is not a measurement of stormwater reduction recorded as a result of the green roof at Wirth Park Aquatic
Center. Also, there is not an energy efficiency program for city fleet usage, which could be put into place to reduce energy used by the
City.

The WE Energies Focus On Energy auditing session in May 2011 surfaced some recommendations in the City Hall, Safety, Parks and
Recreation, and Library Buildings that could help Brookfield conserve energy and become more cost efficient. In the Library, exit signs
do not currently have LED units. Replacing these will last longer and use less energy. Also, since much of the lighting in the building is
old, many systems still have T-12 ballasts and lamps, where as T-8 systems are more energy efficient and can have payback periods as
short as 1 year. Occupancy and daylight lighting sensors are other recommendations that will make the Library more energy efficient.
These simple changes could save Brookfield over $12,000 in the next 1 to 8 years. The Focus On Energy Audit Report Library
Summary can be found in Appendix B. In the Safety Building, luminosity tests were done and proved that many rooms are too bright
and are using unneeded energy. This can easily be fixed by a delamping process. Another recommendation for the Safety Building is to
practice Shoulder Month Heating. This would require the installation of a small boiler to provide water heating in the summer months.
This is an advantage because a larger boiler is not needed and wastes too much energy. Other recommendations were changes from
T-12 to T-8 lighting systems and installing occupancy sensors in specific areas like restrooms. These changes could save Brookfield
more than $1,200 in the next 1 to 8 years. The Focus On Energy Audit Report Safety Building Summary can be found in Appendix C.

The Department of Community Development should present these findings to the Plan Commission and conduct a follow up procedure
with WE Energies. This will ensure that Brookfield is making progress towards sustainability by conserving energy.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
DEVELOPMENT
IV. Smart Design
Active Program:


Smart Growth: Balanced Land Use and Reuse



“Special Places” Development Concept



Employee Training

Non-Active Program:


Strict Control Over Property Reuse

Activity:


Mixed Use Development



Brookfield’s TIA Strategy and Concept



Conference Attendance

Smart Growth design concepts practice balanced land use and reuse in an existing market to avoid outward
growth and abandoned and deteriorating infrastructure. Brookfield has paid attention to its land uses through
market studies (e.g. Bluemound Rd. and 124th St. Corridor Real Estate Market Analysis), its chapter on Special
Places in its 2035 Comprehensive Plan, and extensive employee training of best sustainable development
practices. Chapter Eight of the Comprehensive Plan describes “Special Places” as high activity spots in
Brookfield that the city focuses on to provide business options and an aesthetically pleasing atmosphere. Many
of these places are the designated TIAs, designed to attract businesses and residents. Employee training consists
of the planning staff attending seminars such as Green Building Conferences to gain more knowledge to put
towards the city’s sustainability efforts. Market conditions, economic development goals, and financial issues
can get in the way of reuse and in some cases structures are beyond repair and could be expendable. City
departments encourage developers to consider sustainable designs, for new construction or reconstruction, to be
energy efficient and expand on the City’s current seven LEED designed buildings. This encouragement is
provided through code inspections and staff commentary during development reviews. In order to provide
valued encouragement, city staff secures training in sustainable practices. Also, the City uses Citizen Task
Forces with varying professional backgrounds in certain TIA plans, some of which bring their perspectives on
sustainability. The City has worked to target adaptive reuse of buildings and mixed use development. TIA
planning and corridor developments are focusing on upgrades and reuse.
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
GOVERNMENT
2035 Comprehensive Plan Goal:


Make local governmental decisions that are responsible to today’s and tomorrow’s taxpayer and that attempt
to lead by example

Base Building Blocks

Active Community Highlights

I. Municipal Budgeting
Active Program:


Safety and Wellness Committee



Smart Long Term Approaches

Activity:


Partnering With Local Businesses



Accounting Training on Stability and “Solve
Problem Now” Approach

Brookfield has a proactive wellness committee for its workforce
and is perceived as a good employer, attractive workplace, and
has good economics, pay, and stability within its government.
The committee recommends to the Common Council to fund and
support programs for healthy lifestyles for employees to reduce
health insurance costs. The assessor’s office budgets a property
re-evaluation process based upon market rates so that an accurate
measurement of tax base is best achieved. Brookfield takes
approaches in pursuing smart municipal budgeting and offers
training in the most current municipal accounting practices. The
challenge is figuring where trends and budgets are going and if
the budgeting is high quality.
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Incident Command System



Mutual Aid
~ Agreement of support with
surrounding communities)



Fire Safety Training Program
~ Survive Alive – grades 3-5



Fire Extinguisher Week
(Community Efforts)



National Night Out
~ Police and Fire Department
organized



Safety Week
~ Nutrition testing and health related
events from Police, Fire, and Sewer
Departments
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BROOKFIELD ASPIRES TOWARD ECONOMIC STABILITY
GOVERNMENT
II. Public Safety Preparedness
Active Program:


Rapid Deployment Program

Activity:


Routine Rehearsals for Public Situations

Brookfield has a safe, stable, attractive workplace with stability within its government and community. The
safety of its employees and residents in the case of emergencies is highly accounted for. The Rapid Deployment
Program, a product of the Police Department, takes initiative in providing safety measures and protocols for
situations in the work place, public places, and schools. In doing so, the department conducts routine rehearsals
to practice for all emergency situations.

III. Personnel Safety
A. Active Program:


Physical Protection

B. Activity:


Protocol for Protective Equipment and Cleaning of Equipment



Directive Ensuring Visibility and Reflective Professional Gear

The Public Safety Building departments (Police and Fire) promote the physical protection of its risk related
personnel. Firefighters’ daily operations involve personal turnout gear inspection. At the beginning of each
shift, all apparatus and equipment is checked and tested for response readiness. Annually, all hoses, ladders,
apparatus pumps and personal protective equipment is tested per compliance standards. To protect living
quarters from outside contamination, members remove turnout gear before entering the quarters and may utilize
the foot sanitizing system if shoe contamination is suspected. Gowns and masks are part of the infection control
safety measures used by members when required by protocol and as part of the City’s safety and wellness
practices. Personnel in the Police Force are issued supplementary personal protective equipment for designated
task assignments, which is maintained in a serviceable condition. Additionally, to ensure safety of members
while performing duties on or near a highway, all members are directed to wear high visibility, reflective traffic
vests. The facilities housing these departments also promote fitness and health of its personnel by providing
in-house gyms and appropriate training for safety while out in the field.
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IV. Community Education
Active Program:


Community Education



Parks, Recreation, & Forestry

Non-Active Program:


Waukesha County Technical College Corporate & Community Training Programs

Activity:


Educational Articles, Pamphlets, Handouts, and Newsletters

Pamphlets, brochures, educational handouts and newsletters offer information in erosion control for home
builders in controlling and preserving physical site conditions, maintaining the upkeep of existing trees and grass,
flood prevention and basement backups, keeping stormwater runoff clean, and preventing water pollution. City
staff could facilitate or arrange community members in accessing training seminars that the Waukesha County
Technical College offers. The local government has a role to assist the education of residents in how they can
make small changes to produce large contributions to Brookfield’s sustainability effort. The community is also
advised regularly of the Recycling Center’s services, special pick ups and location. In keeping parks and
recreation facilities clean, safe, and sanitary, the Parks, Recreation & Forestry Department has volunteer days for
cleaning the parks, a Wetland Acquisition Program, and a Mosquito Control Program. Lawn Sprinkling
Regulations also apply to keep sprinkler usage to times that are necessary and not wasteful. Programs the Parks,
Recreation & Forestry Department would like to see flourish are the “Adopt a Highway” cleanup group,
volunteer groups in managing garlic mustard and advanced science courses of the school district to become
active in the community.
V. Administration Education
Active Program:


Training and Educating

Non-Active Program:


The Natural Step Network Webinars



Metropolitan Builder’s Association Training Programs

Activity:


Seminar and Program Attendance

City employees regularly attend various seminars and programs that promote safety and learn new job skills,
most recently pertaining the recent trend discussed in this report, sustainability training. City staff has not yet
participated in programs through The Natural Step or the Metropolitan Builder’s Association but they could be
valuable resources. Some examples of classes that city staff has participated in include Green Energy Summit,
Sustainability in Local Communities, Winter Road Maintenance, Standard Road Maintenance Highway Safety,
Road Salt Application Workshops, Work Zone and Flagger Safety, Green Building Alliance, and Hunzinger’s
conservation courses. Officials and employees are encouraged or required to attend the Safety Committee's
annual "Safety Week" to learn of safety and first aid training and other health and wellness issues.
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VI. Government Workforce
Active Program:


Safety, Equality, and Education

Non-Active Program:


Employee Opinion Surveys and Evaluations

Activity:


Compensation and Benefits



EEO: Equal Employment Opportunity

Having a good proactive Wellness Committee helps establish the City as a good employer promoting a healthy,
steady, and attractive reputation both environmentally and socially. Through the Equal Employment Opportunity
law, interviews and testing processes of potential new employees are evaluated and developed properly so as to
take into account all levels of qualifications and equivalent experience to any sort of formal education. This is a
benefit to the workforce because experience and training are now highly considered next to educational levels,
though this can cause a challenge to Human Resource departments in assessing the quality and relevance of
alternative skills. Part of what makes a workforce sustainable is working to ensure systems and organizational
designs are relevant and adaptable. Brookfield usually allows flexibility in work schedules for city employees,
sometimes through demands and recommendations of departments. Staffing, compensation, retention,
succession, and recruitment are vital in providing a healthy future for Brookfield. Approval levels of its
employees is not easily measured due to informal surveys and questionnaires not steadily conducted. It is
questioned how much can be gained from opinion surveys and evaluations of work place situations.
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METRICS
The following categories are goals that we may wish to include in future editions to this sustainability report.
These goals are metrics to measure how economically sustainable Brookfield is using readily available data.
Hopefully, once current data is gathered for these metrics, stakeholders agree that target numbers will be
launched to raise standards and expectations for the City of Brookfield so that a higher measurement of
sustainability can be reached. Please note the interviews that provided the Base Building Blocks for this report,
do not necessarily align with the metrics shown below. However, typical programs that encourage economic
stability in a community include the following:
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Local Employment Rate



Quality Job Creation



Cost of Living



City Bond Rating
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NEXT STEPS & CONCLUSION
Next Steps
The three “Metrics” sections in the report are categories of information that can add to this base of sustainability
in Brookfield. Obtaining this information will help to quantify Brookfield’s level of sustainability and could
assist in making the “Non-active Programs” become “Active Programs” in the future. Also, this report focuses
on what Brookfield’s city government is doing to become a sustainable city. However, a main factor of a
functioning Brookfield is its private businesses. This report does not discuss what the private businesses are
doing internally to contribute to a sustainable city. This information is a next step in the updating of this report.
Conclusion
Brookfield characterizes itself as a sustainable city in the 2035 Comprehensive Plan. However, until now there
has not been a document proving this statement true. The research and information found in this report is a great
start for Brookfield staff and residents to understand what level of sustainability the city has. The active
programs listed under each “Base Building Block” show what positive sustainable practices Brookfield is
participating in. The “Non-active Programs” are ideas and suggestions that could help Brookfield in the future.
While the information gathered and compiled into this report is important, Brookfield can improve and become
more sustainable in decision making within each department of its city government.
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APPENDIX D

Matt Howard, Director – Milwaukee Office of Environmental Sustainability
February 10, 2011
Introductions - Note that City of Brookfield is not an entitlement community.

Are there Federal sustainability mandates with which cities Milwaukee’s size must comply?

Are there Federal incentives for sustainable initiatives in cities of Milwaukee’s size?
Federal grant funded. Urban Sustainability Directors Member Stimulus $ were helpful setting up office. Looking for other
sources of funding. Funded through 2013. Regionally, there is a lot of $ for Stormwater Management.

What level of staffing is required to support Milwaukee’s sustainable initiative?
4 Directors, Greg Bell – Waukesha County Smart Business Forum

Does each department have an individual assigned to sustainability? How is that established?
No. First initiatives for fleet management & facilities management. Mayor galvanized sustainability. 2004 Commissioned
Green Team. Created office of sustainability. Coordinated data collection. In 2006, the first director was appointed.

Are sustainable objectives or opportunities prescribed for departments or self-discovered?
Opportunities lead with cost. Guidelines are established for areas but not required. Great programs for business or energy efficiency are available.

Is a sustainable alternatives analysis required of departments for decision making or regulating? If so based upon
what; budget, expenses, size of project, acceptance and application of technologies, other?
Tracking data alone will save money. Start with Focus on Energy (building energy audit).

Does MMSD influence or supplement sustainability efforts in Milwaukee (staffing, info, financial)? Can it be transferred to the suburbs?
MMSD is very important. There is a monthly meeting.
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